The discrimination between Rb+ and K+ by Escherichia coli is changed after bacteriophage T7 infection.
Rb+ and K+ have similar chemical properties. They share the uptake systems in Escherichia coli and can replace each other inside the cell. These common features led to experiments in which the radioactive isotope 86Rb was used to trace intracellular K+ fluxes. However, the E. coli pumps discriminate between these two ions and one should thus be cautious using 86Rb+ as a tracer for K+. We now report that T7 infection alters the degree of discrimination in such a way that changes of intracellular Rb+ do not reflect changes of K+. It has been observed that shortly after infection the 86Rb+ level was strongly reduced (Ponta, H., Altendorf, K.-H. and Schweiger, M. (1976) Mol. Gen. Genet. 149, 145-150). In contrast, determination of the K+ content showed no change directly after infection (Kuhn, A., Jütte, H. and Kellenberger, E. (1983) J. Virol. 47, 540-552). The efflux of 86Rb was only evident when Rb+ was used in trace amounts. In media conditions under which intracellular K+ was mainly replaced by Rb+, 86Rb+ efflux was not observed.